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Create a mortal race to worship you and grow your strength. Guide them in their daily lives and help them grow. The power you
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Options are very limited, and the length is much shorter compared to most CYOA, but it's still a pretty fun experience, and it
leaves enough ambiguous about the world to leave room for imagination.. Fun little game.. Fun little game.. This game is alright.
It has a lot of potential, and it's definitely fun, but there are a lot of little grammatical errors, and I think there are also errors in
the plot (there's an opportunity to kill another entity but then later that entity is referenced as still living). Granted, this game is
cheap, so if you can look past a relatively shallow take on the god game genre with errors in its writing, it might be worth
grabbing on sale, like I did.. Options are very limited, and the length is much shorter compared to most CYOA, but it's still a
pretty fun experience, and it leaves enough ambiguous about the world to leave room for imagination.. This game is alright. It
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